Practical Solutions for Faculty: Engaging Students
Course Content

This Magna Online Course is a curated collection of the best programs about student engagement. It can be completed in about 10 hours.

Course Design

- Engaging College Students Using Active Learning Techniques
- How Can I Use Simple Gamification Strategies to Engage my Students?
- How Can I Use Microactivities to Engage Students and Improve Learning and Retention?

Course Delivery

- How to Use Interactive Lecturing as Pedagogy of Engagement
- How to Improve Academic Lectures with TED Talk Principles: Connect, Convey, Communicate
- How Can I Spark Conversation in the Classroom?

Assignments and Assessment

- How Can I Get Students to Engage with Course Content Before Class?
- What 5 Play-based Activities Can I Use to Create an Active, Learning-centered Class?
- Maximizing Student Engagement with Course Readings
- On-the-fly Assessment Strategies for the Active Learning Classroom

Engagement in the Online Classroom

- Engage Early, Build Trust, and Gain Student Retention and Success
- Using Active Listening to Deepen Student Engagement in Live Remote Classes
- How Can I Gauge Online Learning Through Engaging Activities and Assignments?
- How Do I Create Questions that Stimulate Engaging Conversations in Online Discussion Boards?
- What Teaching Strategies Help Engage All Learners Online?

Additionally, these individual programs can also be found in our on-demand streaming service, Magna Digital Library. For additional details on our Group Online Subscriptions, please contact sales@magnapubs.com or call 608-227-8183.